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Abstract 

Telemetry and automated analysis of cardiac cycle patterns would 

facilitate its adaptibility to a variety of interdisciplinary approaches. 

The analysis of cardiac' patterns are useful not only for studies of 

cardiovascular dynamics and heart disease but could be utilized as an 

indicator of physiological metabolism and stress. Telemetered analysis 

of cardiac patterns are also of interest for behavioral and ecological 

studies. The data acquisition and management system described here has 

been used to demonstrate the existence of a rat circadian EKG. 
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Introduction 

The effects of conditioning procedures upon autonomic response 

(e.g. heart rate, blood pressure, etc) are the subject of numerous in

vesitgations. (1-4) We desired to study the effects of amnestic agents 

on memory as measured by autonomic response. A description of the techniques 

employed in the measurement and analysis of the telemetered heart beats 

of the freely moving rat is of benefit in animal learning studies using 

instrumental autonomic conditioning paradigms-- procedures emphasizing a 

contingency relationship between physiological change (heart rate) and 

experimentally controlled consequences (e.g. shock avoidance)(4). This 

approach would have a direct bearing on studies to determine if memory 

for autonomic response associated with training is impaired by protein 

synthesis inhibitors such as anisomycin and cycloheximide which have been 

shown to cause memory deficits in behavioral studies involving either 

active or passive avoidance training (5). 

Before doing the behavioral experiments, it was necessary to de-

termine the normal rat heart rate, and if possible, determine whether 

there exists general patterns of the rat heart beat-- a circadian rhythm of 

the rat EKG. Determining the rat EKG necessitated a computer system 

which not only provides a quantitative description, in terms of heart rate, 

but also allows the visual inspection of the qualitative features of the 

rat's cardiac cycle. The comprehensive data acquisition and management 

system has been developed to permit the maintenance of the data in the 

electronic mode and this minimizes operator interaction required in data 

manipulation. 

J 
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. 
The conventional cable transmission methods for recording biopotentials 

have been found inadequate due to their physical restriction of the rat's 

activity. Therefore, the necessity of unrestricted behavior called for the 

telemetering of the biopotential. However, the detection of the presence 

of a periodic signal masked by noise is a common biotelemetry problem. 

The difficulty is the severe frequency spectrum overlap between the desired 

signal and muscle artifact. The problem of artifact is difficult to solve 

because the extremely variable nature of the input signal makes exact 

specification of the parameters for discrimination very difficult. Although 

we recognized this difficulty, it was our desire to process the complete 

EKG in order that we could analyze the qualitative changes in the cardiac 

cycle within the larger heart rate patterns. 

The system of data acquisition desc~ibed makes it possible to obtain 

data on the individual cardiac cycle and heart rate over extended periods 

of time without the need for operator ,intervention. The Acquire system 

of data collection contains within it extensive documentation of the time 

of data collection, date, equipment used, etc., as well as allm'ling cOf11llentary 

needed for proper identification of the experiment. When properly 

documented, a permanent history of the rat EKG is available for future 

correlations. 

Methods and Instrumentation 

All the experiments were performed using unanesthetized, unrestricted, 

chronically implanted albino rats within an electronically shielded en-

closure equipped with a one-way mirror for observation. The rats were 

10-14 weeks in age and included both males and females. 
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The heart's biopotnetial was sensed by a pair of implanted electrodes. 

The signal is used to modulate a small commercial fm transmitter (FM-llOO-E3)1 

carried by a snap harness on the back of the animal (6). The signal is 

received by an antenna situated within the training box and then transmitted 

to the fm receiver "(H4-11"OO-7)2 (Fiq. 1) .. The:am::>lified signal is then 

simultaneously digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), preceded 

by a four-pole Butterworth Filter (BH), and stored on either disk or 

magnetic tape via the Sigma II Acquire system. The ADC sampled the signal 

at a rate determined by a pair of time-base oscillators (TBO)(Fig. 1). 

The Acquire system permits on-line as well as future off-line frequency 

analysi~ of the recorded biopotentials. 

A Fortran program developed by one of the authors (W.H.) can locate 

the R wave peaks of the EKG based on a specified amplitude threshold and 

then have the average heart rate and standard deviation printed out in 

tabular form (Table 1). In addition, the data can be plotted on a Cal 

Compo plotter at any time before or after analysis. There is provision in 

this program via a display and teletype, for visual analysis of specific 

qualitative details of the cardiac cycle. Figure 2 represents the total 

"spectrum" of heart beats for a single data point. The computer counts 

each R peak (indicated by a triangle) in ~ach row, calculates the heart . 
rate for each row and then determines the average as well as the standard 

deviation for the complete "spectrum". To allow visual inspection in greater 

detail, a "blow-up" can be made of any set of heart beats in any row (Fig. 3). 

1 ,2Narco Bio-systmes, Inc., Houston, Texas 
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The computer program was written to reject heart rates using the 

fo 11 owi ng criteri a: 1)" rates greater than 600 or 1 ess than 200, 2) when 

the standard deviation of any row is greater than 15% of the heart rate for 

that row, and 3) where the standard deviation is equal to zero. These three 

limiting factors were discovered empirically. A sample of dati as se~n on 

the print-out is shown in Table 1. 

A second program can be used which utilizes fast Fourier transform 

digital filtering where the only information desired in the heart rate nr 

when recordings have excessive amounts of mus~le artifact. 

Results and Discussion 

Determination of a circadian rhythm of the rat EKG over an extended 

period of 48 hrs was made possible through automated analysis. Data 

were collected and processed from eight animals. Table 2 lists typical 

data for the mean heart rate and standard deviation of four rats during 

both day (light lion ") and night (light "offll). A typical plot of 48 hrs. 

of data can be seen in Fig. 4. 

The difference of means (Table 2) between night and day ~s immediately 

obvious. The mean heart rate during the night was always greater than the 

mean heart rate during the day. This is to be expected since rats are 

nocturnal animals and thus indicative of a higher metabolic rate resulting 

from a more active state during the dark period. Illingworth and Terman 

have reported an analogous increased rise in body temperature with the 

onset of darkness (7). 
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Conclusion 

The Acquire syste~of data collection has proven successful in de

termining the circadian EKG of the rat. The flexibility of the present 

design will allow the incorporation of a number of experimental paradigms 

relevant to biomedical investigation. With only a slight change in the 

design of our present training box, it would be possible to begin studies 

on the pathophysiological effects of pollutants on the cardiovascular 

system - heart disease. Clinical and experimental studies have shown a 

relationship between CO and coronary disease among men exposed to freeway 

traffic (8) as well as increased heart attacks among smokers exposed to 

carbon monoxide (9). 
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Table 1 

Sample of data points as seen on the print-out 

DATE/TIME 04/17/75 1630 
277 +- 4 BEATS/f·HN. 1st row 
278 +- 2 BEATS/r~IN. Total "spectrum con-
'281 +- 2 BEATS/r.1IN. sisting of 4 rows of data 
282 +- 3 BEATS/MI~. 

AVE. OF 0.174 i4IN. IS 230 + - 4 BEATS/r'~in 

DATE/TH1E 04/17175 1645 
285 +- 26 BEATS/MIN. 
176 +- 13 BElHS/r·1i n. **REJECTED** 
434 +- 27 BEAtS/MIN. 
385 +- 26 BEATS/f:Hi'l.~;--:-~ ..... 

AVE. OF 0.174 r1IN. IS 1371 +- 641 gEI\TS/r~IN. 

~single data point 

c· 
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Table 2 

Mean Heart Rate and Standard Deviation During Day and Night 

(Individual Data): 

Animal 

1 
I X I 

#1 1-----------
1 
1 S.D. I 
I 

1 X 1 

#2 :.&----------1 
1 S.D. : 
1 
I X 1 

#3 :-.:.---------
I S.D. 1 
1 

1 X 1 

#4 ' ______ ----
I 
1 S. D. 1 
I 

Light 
"on" 

Day 

310 
----------

41 

309 
-----------

32 

319 
-----------

36 

337 
-----------

31 

Light 
"off" 
night 

380 
---------------

42 

373 
---------------

42 

364 
---------------

37 

357 
--- -"-------- ---

41 

r, 
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